If a working owner is not married – or their spouse’s employer does not offer group health plan coverage – the
only health care option available to them is health coverage in the fully-insured individual market. This can
dramatically limit a working owner’s ability to access affordable health coverage.19 And, in today’s individual
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Under ERISA, there are specific notice and disclosure requirements,25 and also fiduciary responsibilities that
apply,26 requiring the AHP and its employer members to act in the best interest of the plan participants.
Participants also have a private right of action to sue the AHP if there is wrongdoing,27 and there are detailed
procedures for filing health claims,28 and rigorous internal and external appeals processes.29 In addition,
continuation of coverage requirements under COBRA apply,30 and according to the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), premiums for an AHP plan participant cannot be developed based
on the participant’s health condition.31
Importantly, the NPRM does nothing to change ERISA’s and the ACA’s consumer protections.
2.

State Benefit Mandates Apply to Fully-Insured Large Group AHPs

In the case of a fully-insured large group AHP, State benefit mandates apply, meaning specified benefits and
services that a particular State requires insurance contracts to cover must be included in the AHP plan.32 Many
industry experts suggest that most State’s benefit mandates are as good as the ACA’s EHB requirement, even in
cases where a State does not cover all of the 10 medical services that make up the Federal EHB standard. The
drafters of the ACA recognized that fully-insured large group plans traditionally offer a comprehensive set of
benefits similar to the ACA’s EHBs, which led Congress to exempt fully-insured large group plans from the
EHB requirement entirely.
3.

State MEWA Laws and Solvency Requirements Apply to Self-Insured AHPs

With respect to a self-insured AHP, this arrangement would be considered a self-insured “multiple employer
welfare arrangement” (MEWA). As the Department knows, Congress specifically amended ERISA’s
preemption provision to give States the explicit authority to regulate self-insured MEWAs operating within the
State.33 Since that time, many States have enacted their own State MEWA laws with varying degrees of
regulation – ranging from restrictive to permissive. These laws often times impose specific coverage and/or
premium rating requirements on self-insured MEWAs. In addition, State MEWA laws typically impose the
same solvency – or reserve – requirements that apply to insurance companies operating within the State. Other
States outright prohibit self-insured MEWAs.

25

ERISA, Title I, Subtitle B Part 1.
ERISA, Title I, Subtitle B Part 4.
27
ERISA section 502.
28
ERISA section 503.
29
PHSA section 2719.
30
ERISA, Title I, Subtitle B Part 7.
31
ERISA section 702.
32 According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, traditionally States have enacted health mandate laws to include
required categories of up to 70 distinct “benefits” as well as “health providers” (such as acupuncturists or chiropractors) and “persons
covered” (such as adopted children, handicapped dependents, or adult dependents). Adding up these laws, there are more than 1,900
such statutes among all 50 states; another analysis tallies more than 2,200 individual statute provisions, adopted over more than 30
years. See “State Insurance Mandates and the ACA Essential Benefits Provisions,” National Conference of State Legislators (Oct.
2017). http://www.ncsl.org/research/health/state-ins-mandates-and-aca-essential-benefits.aspx, Appendix I.
33
ERISA section 514(b)(6)(A)(ii).
26
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4.

AHPs Will Provide Adequate Health Coverage

NAR recognizes that other stakeholders will sound the alarm over the fact that fully-insured large group and
self-insured AHPs are not subject to the ACA’s EHB and AV requirements, and also the ACA’s adjusted
community premium rating rules and the single-risk pool requirement. However, these concerns are misplaced
due to the applicable consumer protections and existing State regulation discussed above.
B.

Working Owners Can Find Lower Costing Health Coverage Through an AHP

Allowing working owners to access health coverage through fully-insured large group or self-insured AHP will
dramatically improve their ability to find comprehensive health coverage at an affordable price.
1.

Costs Are Typically Lower for Fully-Insured Large Group Plans

Prices in the fully-insured large group market are typically lower than individual and small group market plans.
Some have asserted that this lower price point is often times the product of less comprehensive – or “skinny” –
coverage. In fact, large group plans tend to offer more comprehensive coverage than small group or individual
health insurance plans. Contrary to the assertions, the lower costs in the fully-insured large group market –
relative to the individual and small group markets – are driven by administrative efficiencies. In other words,
the same administrative costs that drive up the cost of individual and small group coverage are not present in the
fully-insured large group market. For example, individuals and small employers often times drop in and out of
the insurance markets. In addition, individuals and small employers routinely change insurance carriers,
sometimes every year.34 This volatility – which drives up administrative costs – is not present in the single
employer fully-insured large group market, as well as among existing fully-insured large group AHPs (e.g., in
the case of existing fully-insured large group AHPs, the health coverage is traditionally superior to coverage a
small employer might independently find in the commercial insurance market, and as a result, there is limited
turn-over among small employer members).
In addition, prices in the individual and small group markets are typically higher on account of the ACA’s risk
adjustment program.35 In other words, insurance carriers typically price any potential risk adjustment “charges”
into their premiums, which arbitrarily increases costs. Because the ACA’s risk adjustment program does not
apply to the fully-insured large group market, these added costs are not present, thus resulting in a lower costing
health plan relative to individual and small group plans.
The requirement to cover the ACA’s EHBs and the ACA’s adjusted community rating rules also have cost
implications for individual and small group plans, which are also not present in the fully-insured large group
market. For example, fully-insured large group premiums may be developed based on the “health claims
experience” of all of the employees employed by a large employer, while this type of under-writing practice is
prohibited in the individual and small group markets (i.e., premiums in the individual and small group market
cannot be based on health status). In addition, age rating in the individual and small group markets is limited to
a 3-to-1 ratio (which increases costs for younger individuals), while age rating in the fully-insured large group
market is typically based on a 5-to-1 ratio, which many argue produces an “actuarially fair” premium rate.
For example, industry experts have explained that volatility in the small group market adds significantly to insurers’ already very
high administrative costs for small-group coverage, as greater resources are devoted to underwriting, and dis-enrolling and reenrolling small groups.
35
See ACA section 1343.
34
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2.

Costs Are Traditionally Lower for Self-Insured Plans

Self-insured group health plans are not subject to the ACA’s risk adjustment program, as well as the ACA’s
EHBs and adjusted community rating requirements, which – as discussed above – means that these plans will
have a lower cost relative to individual and small group plans. In addition, self-insured plans are not subject to
State premium taxes, and therefore, unlike fully-insured plans (e.g., individual, small group, and large group
plans), there is no tax liability that is passed through to the participant. Self-insured plan premiums also do not
include a “risk” and “profit” load that insurance carriers traditionally build into their costs to employers and
their employees.
3.

Costs Will Be Lower for Fully-Insured and Self-Insured AHPs

Based on the foregoing, regardless of whether an AHP is a fully-insured large group or self-insured plan, the
cost of coverage will primarily be lower than individual and small group health plans. And contrary to what
may critics of AHPs may say, such lower costs are not driven by the plans offering limited benefits.
C.

Allowing Working Owners to Participate In an AHP Will Not Materially Impact the Existing
Individual Market

Critics of AHPs argue that the allowing working owners to participate in these arrangements will adversely
affect the individual health insurance market. While it is true that some working owners may seek to exit the
individual market and opt for health coverage offered through an AHP, the impact on the individual market will
not be as severe as these critics suggest. Rather the proposed rule would provide another choice for more
consumers to seek out more affordable coverage.
1.

Working Owners Eligible for the ACA’s Premium Tax Credit Will Likely Remain In the Individual
Market

To determine how AHPs may impact the individual market, it is important to first examine the type of working
owners purchasing an individual market plan. For example, a working owner with income between 100 percent
and 400 percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) will qualify for the ACA’s premium tax credit if the
working owner enrolls in an individual market plan sold through an ACA Exchange. In most if not all cases,
working owners in this income cohort are likely to remain in the individual market because any coverage they
may access through an AHP would not be subsidized.36
It is true that if a working owner in this income cohort enrolls in an AHP, they would be able to deduct 100
percent of the cost of the AHP coverage as an above-the-line deduction as permitted under section 162(l) of the
Internal Revenue Code (“Code”). But, this tax benefit will likely be lower than the value of an ACA premium
tax credit, and therefore, it would be in a working owner’s best economic interest to remain covered under an
ACA Exchange plan (instead of exiting the individual market and enrolling in AHP coverage).37

36

In the NPRM, the Department indicates that 906,000 working owners (and their dependents) are enrolled in an individual market
Exchange plan and receiving a premium tax credit.
37
Note, if a working owner enrolls in an individual market plan through an ACA Exchange – and they receive a premiums tax credit –
the working owner cannot also take an above-line-deduction under section 162(l) (i.e., no “double-dipping”).
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Working Owners Not Eligible for the ACA’s Premium Tax Credit May Seek Coverage Under an AHP

2.

For those working owners with income above 400 percent of FPL, these individuals do not qualify for
subsidized individual market plans. As a result, these working owners must pay for the full-cost of an individual
market plan out of their own pocket. A working owner may deduct 100 percent of the cost of the individual
market plan as an above-the-line deduction under Code section 162(l). However, it is unlikely that this tax
benefit will make the individual market coverage affordable. As a result, it is likely that a working owner in the
“un-subsidized” individual market will exit that market and seek coverage under an AHP.
3.

For Those Working Owners Exiting the Un-Subsidized Individual Market, They May Be Healthy or They
May Be High Medical-Utilizers

The fact that working owners may exit the un-subsidized individual market does not – in and of itself – mean
that the individual market will be adversely affected. For example, AHP coverage may be equally attractive to
both a “healthy” working owner or a working owner that utilizes a significant amount of health care (i.e., a
“high medical-utilizer”). As a result, while a healthy working owner may exit the individual market thereby
having a negative effect on the overall risk pool, a high medical-utilizer may also exit the individual market thus
having a positive impact on the overall risk pool. This would occur in instances where a high-medical-utilizer
would find that the AHP coverage is superior to any un-subsidized individual market coverage. And, it would
occur in cases where the AHP is less costly than any un-subsidized individual market coverage.
NAR’s members are a case-in-point, where average membership age 53 years old.38 While information about
the specific health risks of our membership remains private – as required under HIPAA (and thus unknown to
us) – objective data indicates that older individuals tend to use more health care than younger individuals.39
And, while it is too soon to determine whether the health insurance coverage NAR may offer through an AHP
will cost less for members who are currently covered by an un-subsidized individual market plan, if the AHP
coverage does indeed have a lower cost, then it is likely that many members – who skew older and thus may be
high medical-utilizers – will exit the individual market. This action will likely have a positive impact on the
overall individual market risk pool.
It is difficult to determine whether there will be a one-for-one trade-off between healthy working owners and
high medical-utilizers who may exit the un-subsidized individual market, even for skilled actuaries. However,
the assertion that the existence of AHPs will “siphon off” healthy risks from the individual market is similarly
not a well-founded claim that can be objectively verified. A stronger argument can be made that high-medical
utilizers will find AHP coverage attractive, and thus, exit the individual market.
III.

Remove the Proposal That Would Disallow Participation In an AHP If a Working Owner Is
Eligible for Subsidized Health Coverage Through Their Spouse’s Employer

As stated above, the National Association of REALTORS® has long-advocated for policy changes that would
provide additional health coverage options to working owners. The Association applauds the Department for
finally providing the flexibility that this organization has long sought – allowing working owners to participate
in group health plan coverage offered through an AHP. However, NAR feels that the eligibility criteria for
qualifying as a working owner is overly constraining. The proposed eligibility criteria that must be met to be
38
39

NAR 2017 Member Profile.
See Dale H. Yamamoto, Health Care Costs – From Birth to Death, Society of Actuaries (June 2013), http://tinyurl.com/q5z2zb9.
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